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Je n'ai pas pu / n'a pas pu finir mes devoirs. Et toi, est-ce que tu ai pu / as pu faire tes devoirs? SKIRTIE. Activité 2 L'article partitif. Choisissez, entre du et de la, l'article partitif qui correspond à chaque image. – 1. ori. D. _ 6. o. 7. C os. N &. Activité 3 Chez nous. Mettez un cercle autour de l'article partitif qui convient. 1. 
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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2) 

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea
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Unit 3 Workbook.pdf 

2. Jean-Paul. 3. Caroline. 4. Olivier i v2.-. A 6. Conversations .. r. Complétez les conversations suivantes avec les articles le, la, l' ou du, de la, de l'. 1. - J'ai soif!
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ADVANCED UNIT 3 (B3) 

Does 16% interest suit you? It's a little expensive but ... Our company has a complimentary gift for you. Which one would ... four-wheel drive horsepower .... jet-black having a hard head hardheaded powerful enough to crush bone bonecrushing ..... I 
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BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.
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ADVANCED UNIT 3 (B1) 

The bank that gave me a loan is closed today. ..... The Financial District interests you? ..... circus bartenders zookeepers vagabonds secret service ... family fantastic management atmosphere exactly apple ask .... the preterite of the following ver
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INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 3 (B1) 

You were in such a hurry to catch your plane that you forgot to get. American money. ...... When did Athena choose the Chinese consultants? The company sold ...
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not much, not many, few un peu de a little, a little bit of trop de ... to have lunch to dislike, to hate to have dinner to send to hope to clean to pay, pay for to prefer.
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Unit 3 Workbook.pdf 

Verbes irréguliers être d'accord to be to agree faire faire un match faire une promenade faire un voyage faire attention to do, make to play a game (match).
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B1) 

Later in the day, you call to make arrangements to attend next month's trade show in Boston. "Convention ..... What will you start with? ..... [You are at a trade fair.] ...
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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B3) 

What do you do? I'm a consultant. That's a good job. 9. I'm a systems engineer. 9. I'm a technical salesman. 9. 9. How long have you been with this company?
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intermediate unit 3 (b2) 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 4. Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much ...
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advanced unit 3 (b2) 

Could I have a window seat, please? Of course, sir. 4. 4 ...... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2. I asked you for your ...
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 3 (B3) 

They don't have any here. 5. 3 ... Do you have any corduroy pants? ... Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. Bye! 15 ..... This explains why people are happy to find.
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intermediate plus unit 3 (b2) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises]. 1 a meeting ... Use of the past participle as an adjective. 11 I'm ..... Present perfect continuous.
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expert unit 3 (b1) - MAFIADOC.COM 

I have pension-savings plans and travel insurance. Are you .... Our health insurance policy offers one hundred percent coverage. ...... 2 International taxation.
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Unit 7 Activities.pdf AWS 

I like it. Ces bottes vous vont? Do these boots fit you? Eles ne me vont pas. They don't fit. Elles ne me plaisent pas. I don't like them. Making comparisons. La robe est plus courte que la jupe. The dress is shorter than the skirt. Le blazer est aus
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MATHEMATICS MFP3 Unit Further Pure 3 - Douis.net 

Jun 3, 2009 - Write the information required on the front of your answer book. The Examining ..... Although it was the best answered question on the paper,.
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MATHEMATICS MFP3 Unit Further Pure 3 - Douis.net 

Jun 3, 2008 - 1 The function yÑ€xÐ® satisfies the differential equation dy dx. Â¼ fÑ€x, yÐ® where ..... square root (or the second solution of the quadratic equation).
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MATHEMATICS MFP3 Unit Further Pure 3 - Douis.net 

Jun 3, 2009 - Answer all questions. 1 The function yÙ‹xÙ‚ satisfies the differential equation ...... form and solve the resulting quadratic equation in e Î¸ Ï€ . Only a.
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MATHEMATICS MFP3 Unit Further Pure 3 - Douis.net 

Jun 19, 2006 - Answer all questions. â€¢. Show all ... dx, giving your answer in the form ln k , where k is a .... Need to attempt both yâ€² and yâ€³ Å“ 4sin 2x Å“ 5(2 + ...
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MATHEMATICS MM03 Unit Mechanics 3 - Douis.net 

Jun 17, 2009 - You may use a graphics calculator. Time allowed: 1 hour 30 minutes. Instructions. â€¢. Use black ink or black ball-point pen. Pencil should only be ...
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MATHEMATICS MFP3 Unit Further Pure 3 - Douis.net 

Jan 27, 2006 - (iii) Calculate the value of y when x Ð˜ 1.2, giving your answer to three ... (c) The circle C1 intersects the curve C2 at the points P and Q. Find, ...
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MATHEMATICS MM03 Unit Mechanics 3 - Douis.net 

Jun 11, 2007 - eed of (2.38) Speed of (0.6) collides again with. B. A. B. A. âˆ´. X. M1A1. M1. A1 m1. A1F. M1. A1F. E1. 6. 3. For both (1) and (2). Dependent on ...
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